
TRASH TALK – MRS.
O’LEARY’S BOVINE
EDITION
Well, I tell ya, the natives are restless out
there. Randiego has been mercilessly hammering
on the Patriots lately. He has been pounding on
me daily to say bad things, very bad things,
about the Pats. Even – gasp – that they are
washed up and wouldn’t be any better even with
Tom Brady. Lost their mojo when Ashanti Samuel
walked out the door. Bad things. I have tried to
shield Marcy from it cause, you know, she is so
delicate and frail on this gridiron stuff. Now,
the good Professor Foland has joined in the
fray. Something about Juice Williams, 431 yards
and 45 points by the Fighting Illini. In the Big
House. Oh my. Oh, and just so the record is
clear, yes I know my Sun Devils suck too. What
is a poor boy to do?

But, before we get to the NFL, let’s take a
quick look at

MLB Playoff Baseball – Ruh roh. Just wait until
next year. Yep, it is that time in the Windy
City. At least on the North Side anyway. Coming
soon to the South Side Sox. Talking about some
mojo, that damn cow of Mrs. O’Leary’s was one
powerful critter eh? Brutal. Can’t blame Bartman
this time. Halfway through the season the
Dodgers had nuthin; but along came Manny being
Manny, and now they are all manned up. Derek
Lowe knows how to pitch big games; looks like
the boys in Blue are in the NL catbird seat.

In the junior circuit, with that confounded
designated hitter thing, it is looking very much
like a Sawx-Rays (sans Devil) finale. What the
hell happened to the Halos? And Beckett is
pitching game three? Say good night Gracie. Oh,
one more thing. Where is the Team That Dumped
Torre? Oh, that’s right, they are at home. Or
Madonna’s crib. But Joe Torre, he has already
won another playoff series. Hank the Skank
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Steinbrenner ain’t real bright.

National Favre League – Not much to talk about
with the Bretts on their bye week. Pats looking
for an upset over the Niners; looking for
friendlier ground than Miami. Those fish are
tough you know. Maybe randiego will let us know
how the Frightning Bolts stack up, because the
Bolts are headed to Miami Sunday. The Redskins
at Iggles and Buccos at Broncs appear to be the
class games of the day. If Jason Campbell keeps
on improving on his solid play, the Skins are
going to be surprisingly good; their defense has
been first rate for quite awhile now, with
offense, you really got something there. Eagles
are schizo; you just don’t know from week to
week what is coming. I rate as a toss up, slight
edge to the Skins. Cutler and Broncos should
dispatch the Bucs at Invesco. The other game
that is really interesting is the Titans at
Ravens. Both have not good, but great, defenses.
Both fairly conservative offenses. I like young
Chris Johnson better than Magahee at this point
though, and that should be the difference.
Titans go to 5-0. Masaccio had them at 5-0
already last weekend, but he gets it for real
this weekend.

Back to the NCAA for a minute. A special
congratulations to the two Commodores fans, Blue
Texan and Masaccio. No, not the Lionel Ritchie
Commodores. The Randy Vandys! That’s right,
Vanderbilt is Five and Oh baby. Who’d a thunk
it?

The F1 Circus is off until they hit the Mt. Fuji
Circuit next weekend, and, yawn, those good old
boys are still driving their lumbering sacks of
American iron around in circles somewhere.

Crank up the BBQ and pop open a cold one. The
games are on! Unless, of course, you are a Cubs
fan; in that case you will have to wait until
next year. Or fight in the streets.


